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The main objective of the paper is to show by
comparison and to justify the potential of atomic energy
development as a single way of producing
environmentally-safe energy in a scope required for
mankind.

At the end of the XX century, on the threshold of
the third millennium, civilization finds itself at a historic
point which is often named differently («moments» by
Tan; «nodes» by A. Solzhenitsyn, «infraction» by A.
Tointy, etc.). This point determines dynamics and
directions of civilization evolution for a long-term
perspective.

It becomes obvious at the threshold of the XXI
century that traditional stereotypes, if preserved, will
not ensure a constructive life of civilization and will
pose a threat to the balance and stability of the
historically-formed ecological structures.

This problem is a multidisciplinary one, and it
depends on a large number of interrelated factors. A
simplified scheme can be presented as «resources -
energy + mankind's activity - wastes (ecology).
Contradictions between the earth population growth
and necessity to meet energy needs of mankind, on the
one hand, and limited capabilities of environment to
assimilate products of mankind activities, on the other
hand, become antagonistic.

Study of various aspects of future development
of civilization begins with basic research by Darvin
and Maltus, the theory of overpopulation.

Most complex research was performed by the
«Roman Club» («Growth Limits», 1972). Currently of
special interest are the materials prepared by

«Brundt!and Commission)) («Our common futures,
1987) and recommendations of Conference «RIO-92».
In brief, all recommendations could be reduced to
selection of a strategy of civilization development
defined as «Sustainable Development)) (SD). For the

' first time this term appeared in the paper «A11-World
Strategy of Environment Protection)) presented by the
International Union for Environment Protection and
Natural Resources.

This paper considers in detail one of the SD
components - energy. It is power availability that
determines living standards (life quality) and capability
to influence the environment in a proper manner. Today,
people spend energy not only to meet their needs but
more and more to compensate negative consequences
of human activities (including reprocessing of wastes).

The paper considers in detail advantages and
disadvantages of different types of energy, including
alternative ones, and analyzes prospects of their
development in the XXI century.

In the paper special attention is given to different
types of atomic energy, including both conventional
methods of atomic energy production and altenative
ones, such as deuterium energy.
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